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Abstract 

In cooperation with the N.V. KEMA Arnhem and the University of Utrecht two different 

systems are investigated by the surface analysis technique Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS). 

LEIS is a technique which is extremely sensitive, namely to the topmost atomie layer only. 

At the KEMA laboratorles the cesium diffusion in nuclear waste glass systems is investigated. 

The diffusion of radioactive waste in these systems is extremely slow; the diffusion coefficient 

is in the order of 10·16 m/s2
• The method used in Arnhem requires diffusion over 100 Jlm, 

therefore it is only possible to perform measurements at high temperatures (- 1000 K) while 

the actmH storage of the glass occurs at 400 to 750 K. 

With LEIS it is not only possible to measure the surface composition of the glass but the outer 

100 to 600 Á of the glasscan be made free of cesium too. By measuring the Cs-concentration 

at the surface as a function of time the diffusion of cesium through this depleted region can 

be studied. Because the required diffusion distances are much smaller the diffusion coefficient 

of cesium can be derived in a temperature interval of 720 to 850 K where the diffusion 

coefficients are a factor 106 smaller than for the KEMA experiments. 

The spreading behaviour of Mo0y'Si02 catalysts is investigated in cooperation with the 

University of Utrecht where the catalysts are prepared. The catalyst system is used for the 

selective oxidation of ammonia to molecular nitrogen and water. Catalysts with loadings up 

to 26 wt.% Mo03 were available. 

Temperature induced spreading above 750 K is observed for samples with loadings higher 

than 5.6 wt.% while the dispersion did not alter for samples with this low loading. The 

spreading is reversible by hydration at room temperature. The observed effects are discussed 

in terms of Keggin units that break up at high temperatures and restore upon hydration. 



Samenvatting 

In samenwerking met de N.V. KEMA te Arnhem en de Rijks Universiteit Utrecht zijn 

systemen onderzocht met de oppervlakte analyse techniek Lage Energie Ionen Verstrooiing 

(LEIS). LEIS is een techniek met een extreme gevoeligheid voor de buitenste atoomlaag. 

Bij de KEMA wordt de cesium diffusie in glas voor de opslag van radioactief afval 

bestudeerd. De diffusie van het radioactieve afval in deze systemen is extreem langzaam; 

de diffusie coëfficiënt is in de orde van 10"16 m/s2
• De methode die in Arnhem gebruikt 

wordt vereist diffusie over 100 !lm en daardoor is het slechts mogelijk metingen te 

verrichten bij hoge temperaturen (- 1000 K). Dit terwijl de eigenlijke opslag plaatsvindt 

bij 400 tot 750 K. 

Met LEIS is het niet alleen mogelijk om de oppervlakte samenstelling van het glas te 

bepalen, maar ook om de buitenste 100 tot 600 Á vrij te maken van cesium. Door nu de 

Cs-concentratie aan het oppervlak als functie van de tijd te meten, kan de diffusie door de 

cesium-vrije laag worden bestudeerd. Omdat nu de benodigde diffusie afstanden veel 

kleiner zijn, kan de diffusie coëfficiënt van cesium worden bepaald in een temperatuur 

gebied van 720 tot 850 K. De diffusie coëfficiënten zijn hier een factor 106 kleiner dan die 

bepaald door de KEMA experimenten. 

Het spreiding gedrag van Mo0y'Si02 katalysatoren is onderzocht in samenwerking met de 

Rijks Universiteit Utrecht waar de katalysatoren zijn bereid. Het katalytisch systeem wordt 

gebruikt voor de selectieve oxydatie van ammoniak tot moleculaire stikstof en water. 

Katalysatoren met beladingen tot 26 wt.% waren beschikbaar. 

Temperatuur geïnduceerde spreiding wordt waargenomen boven 750 K voor preparaten 

met beladingen hoger dan 5.6 wt.%. De dispersie verandert niet voor preparaten met die 

lage belading. De spreiding is omkeerbaar door het blootstellen van de preparaten aan 

waterdamp bij kamer temperatuur. De waargenomen effecten worden besproken met 

behulp van het open breken van Keggin eenheidscellen bij hoge temperatuur en het 

herstellen van die cellen door de water behandeling. 
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1 Introduetion 

Nowadays surface science is a very important part of physics. Scientists are aware of the 

major role of the outermost atomie layers in all kind of interesting phenomena like catalysis, 

corrosion, adhesion, reactivity and many others. Surface science has developed enormously 

since experimental facilities became available to study clean samples. During these last three 

decades, a whole variety of surface science techniques is developed and improved. A list of 

some of the different techniques is given in table 1.1. None of these techniques however can 

characterize all the properties of a surface. To study a surface and deduce its properties, a 

combination of several techniques should be applied. In that way the electrical, chemical, 

structural and topographic characteristics can be derived. 

electron spectroscopy 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

electron diffraction 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction 

electron microscopy 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Transmission Electron Microscopy 

scanning probe microscopy 
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy 
Atomie Force Microscopy 

pboton spectroscopy 
Infrared Spectroscopy 
Raman Spectroscopy 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 
X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 
X-ray Diffraction 

ion scattering 

Table 1.1 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy 
Low Energy Ion Scattering 

A selected list of surface analysis techniques. 

(AES) 
(UPS) 
(XPS) 

(LEED) 

(SEM) 
(TEM) 

(STM) 
(AFM) 

(IR) 

(NMR) 
(EXAFS) 
(XANES) 
(XRD) 

(SIMS) 
(LEIS,ISS) 

In this thesis the surface science technique Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) will be 

discussed. The specific value of this technique is the extreme sensitivity to the outermost 

atomie layer which cannot be achieved by any other technique. The characteristics of LEIS 

and the experimental conditions used for this work will be discussed in chapter 2. 
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The experiments performed in this investigation can be divided in two main subjects. These 

subjects will be discussed separately. The first subject concerns the study of the diffusion of 

cesium in glass that is used for the storage of high level nuclear waste. This work, that is done 

in cooperation with KEMA Arnhem, will be reported in chapter 3. An interesting aspect of 

this study is that LEIS is not only used to analyse the surface of the glass, but also to 

influence the composition of the glass in the outer 100 to 600 A. By means of this unique 

combination, the extremely small diffusion coefficient of cesium in the nuclear waste glass 

at low temperatures could be determined. 

The other subject, performed in cooperation with the University of Utrecht, is the study of a 

catalyst. Measurements are performed on Mo03 supported by Si02• This catalyst is used in 

industry for the selective oxidation of ammonia. The spreading behaviour of Mo03 over the 

silica support is investigated under several conditions. This part will be presented in chapter 4. 
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2 Low Energy Ion Scattering 

2.1 Introduetion 

Within the broad range of surface science techniques, Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) has 

proven to give unique possibilities due to its extreme sensitivity to the topmost atomie layer 

only [1]. The technique can provide both structural and compositional information about the 

studied surface. When a proper experimental setup is used, it is not only possible to 

investigate wel! defined surfaces, like (single-) crystals, but also complex materials like 

polymers and industrial catalysts. Some of the results of our group in these fields are reviewed 

by Brongersma et al [2,3]. 

In this chapter the basic principles and features of the LEIS technique will be discussed. The 

experimental setup wil! also be illustrated. 

2.2 Basic principles 

In Low Energy Ion Scattering mono-energetic inert gas ions are directed onto a target. After 

back scattering from the surface, the energy distribution of the ions is measured. The basic 

setup for an ion scattering experiment is schematically shown in figure 2.1. It will be shown 

that the energy loss of a back scattered ion only depends on the mass of the surface atom that 

is involved in the collision. As a result, the energy spectrum can be interpreled as the mass 

spectrum of the outermost surface layer. 

Figure 2.1 

ton souree 

energy 
anal yser 

Basic setup of anion scattering experiment [3]. 
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Typical ions used for LEIS experiments are inert gas ions like, 3He+, 4He+, 20Ne+ or 40Ar+, with 

a primary energy ranging from 0.1 to 10 keV. In first approximation the scattering process at 

the surface (fig. 2.2) can be described as an elastic binary collision. Using classica} laws of 

conservalion of energy and momentum, the final energy Er of the back scattered ions is given 

by 

where, 

v 2 • 2 2 
E = E.(cos9+ r -sm 8), 

1 1 1 +r 

m 
r= atom>l 

' 
mion 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

E; is the kinetic energy of the incident ion, 8 the scattering angle (as defined in fig 2.2) and 

rnatorn and mion the mass of the surface atom and the primary ion respectively. 

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of the col/ision process. 

The classica} model is permitted assuming the following. There are no diffraction effects 

because the deBroglie wavelength of ke V -ions is much smaller than the interatomie distances. 

Since the interaction time between an ion and the target is much shorter than the characteristic 

vibration time of a surface atom, the surface atom can be assumed to be at rest. Forthermore 

it is possible to exclude multiple scattering and to deal with binary collisions only because the 

distance of dosest approach during a cellision is some orders of magnitude smaller than the 

distance between two surface atoms. 
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Since during the experiments Ei, 8 and mion are fixed, Er is only determined by the mass of 

the surface atom (see formula 2.1 ). An energy spectrum of the scattered i ons is therefore 

equivalent to a mass spectrum of the surface. A typical example is given in figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3 

0 1000 2000 3000 
Et (eV) 

Example of a typical LEIS spectrum of a V15Mn50Co15Rhufr10 alloy 

contaminated with K. 

As mentioned before LEIS has an extreme sensitivity to the outermost atomie layer only. This 

is due to the facts that only ions are detected by the analyser and that the used noble gas ions 

have a high electron affinity. Most of the ions will be neutralized after collision with the 

target, only 0.01-1 % of the ions remains ionized after scattering from an atom in the 

outermost layer. The ion fraction of particles that are back scattered after penetration in deeper 

layers is still much smaller and can be neglected. For the energies used in LEIS, the 

differential cross-section is relatively large, which in combination with the high neutralization 

probability gives the unique sensitivity: the obtained energy spectrum is a mass spectrum of 

the topmost atomie layer. 

It is not straightforward to obtain quantitative information from a LEIS spectrum. There is no 

simple relationship between the obtained signal from a certain element and its atomie density. 

The intensity of the signal of a certain surface atom A, IA can be described by, 

I = l N ·a (9)·P·Il Q ·S 
A 0 A A ' 

(2.3) 

where Io is the intensity of the primary beam, NA the atomie density, a(8) the cross-section 

at scattering angle 8, P the ion fraction of the scattered particles, ~n the acceptance angle of 

the analyser and S the sensitivity of the analyser. 

All parameters are dictated by the experimental setup except Pn and a. The cross-section can 
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be calculated using the Thomas-Fermi-Molière potential. The ion fraction however remains 

the unknown factor for quantification. A method to solve this problem is the use of calibration 

samples because there are no matrix effects. But since calibration is necessary for each 

element on the surface, it is hard to get good quantitative information of samples that contain 

numerous elements. An example for the bromine coverage of tungsten to illustrate the 

possibility to quantify LEIS results is shown in figure 2.4 . Monolayer coverage is known for 

this system. The linearity of this curve is a strong argument in favour of a quantitative 

interpretation of the LEIS results . 

Figure 2.4 

0 

.---,----,---.---, 

100 

Jsr(a.u.l 

200 

The signals lw and 18 , for scattering of 2 keV He+ ions by tungsten and 

bramine for fijteen different bramine coverages [3]. 

2.3 Experimental setup, the NODUS 

The LEIS experiments were carried out with the NODUS apparatus, where NODUS stands 

for essentially NOn-Destructive Ultra Sensitive single atomie layer surface spectrometer. The 

apparatus was firstly introduced by Brongersma et al in 1978. In this section a brief 

description of the apparatus and its special adaptations for this specific study will be given. 

A schematic representation of the experimental setup as it is used nowadays is shown in figure 

2.5. For a more detailed description of the apparatus the reader is referred to reference [4]. 

Because LEIS is sensitive to the outermost atomie layer only, contamination of the surface 

should be kept to an absolute minimum. To achieve this goal the NODUS maintains Ultra 

High Vacuum (UHV) in its interior. This means background pressures of less than 10-9 mbar. 

These pressures are reached by differential pumping with a turbo molecular pump, an ion 

getter pump and a titanium sublimation pump. 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of the low energy ion scattering apparatus NODUS: 

1. ion source, 2. mass filter, 3. deflection plates, 4. einze/lens, 5. aperture, 6. 

CMA, 7. carrousel, 8. turbo molecular pump, JO. valve, 11. valve, 12. gas in/et 

needie valve. 
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The primary ion beam is produced by a Leybold ion souree in combination with deflection 

units and electrastatic lenses. The energy of the primary ionscan range from 0.5 to 5.0 keV. 

The diameter of the ion beam at the target can be varied from 1 to 5 mm. 

The back scattered ions are detected by a Cylindrical Mirror Analyser (CMA). A CMA selects 

a complete cone of ions, in our case the ions scatteredover 142°. Their energy is analysed by 

deflecting them through slits by means of an electrastatic field. After energy analysis the ions 

are detected by a set of eight channeltrons. The CMA of the NODUS is schematically shown 

in tigure 2.6. 

Because a beam of ions is directed onto the target, insulating samples will charge. Charging 

of the sample's surface will induce retardation of the incoming ions and acceleration of the 

scattered ions. This changes the scattering process. Charging causes shifts and broadening of 

the peaks in spectra that are hard to interpret Another problem that can arise due to surface 

charging is stimulated segregation of charged particles. To avoid these problems, a ring-shaped 

filament, that emits therm al electrans ( -10 e V), is constructed. These electrans flood the 

sample from all sides. This configuration (fig. 2.6) compensates charging very effectively. 

Even the study of rough and insulating surfaces like real catalysts and measurements with high 

ion doses can be performed without encountering the mentioned problems. 

Measurements with the NODUS and the data acquisition is fully computer controlled. Data 

processing is performed on an Atari 1040ST computer. 

neutraUzer 

r.r 
] target holder 

_:,-
.. 1 p .. 

w 
deflectlon platee 

Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of the CMA in the NODUS. 
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The NODUS is equipped with a transfer room to exchange samples without contaminating the 

UHV in the experimental vessel. The transfer room can be pumped by a turbo molecular 

pump. It comains an oven for pretreatment of the samples. In the transfer room it is also 

possible to pretreat the samples with different gasses at high pressures. This can be used for 

example to remave contaminations from the sample. 

The samples can be transported from the transfer room to the experimental vessel. In the 

experimental vessel the samples can be stared in a carrousel which can contain twelve sample 

holders. U sing the carrousel, samples can be studied under i demical circumstances. Two 

positions on the carrousel are provided with an oven for in situ heating experiments in UHV. 

In a "vacuum suitcase" four sample holders can be stared and it can be connected to the 

transfer room. The samples can be transported separately from the suitcase to the transfer 

room. The suitcase can also be pumped and therefore it can be used for the transport of 

samples from one UHV -system to another under vacuum conditions. 
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3 Diffusion of cesium in borosilicate glasses for 
nuclear waste immobilisation1 

3.1 Introduetion 

Sodium borosilicate glasses are used as a starage medium for nuclear waste products such as 

cesium. The glass is an appropriate system for starage because it is able to incorporate large 

concentrations of foreign oxides and it is not very sensitive to fluctuations in the composition 

of the nuclear waste. Because of its amorphous structure it can contain about 15 to 20 wt.% 

of waste oxides. Furthermore production of glass is well known and economically attractive. 

The most pronounced effect of the high level waste on the glass medium is the heat which 

is produced by the radioactive decay of the fission products. Due to this heat and the low 

thermal conductivity of the glass a temperature gradient arises. Both this gradient and a 

concentration gradient induce diffusion of the incorporated alkali ions. 

One of the compounds of the radioactive waste is cesium. The study of the diffusion of 

cesium is of interest because reliable diffusion data may lead to a better understanding of the 

starage of radioactive waste in glass. The diffusion process could namely lead to a release of 

the radiotaxie products into the biosphere. An other aspect, reported by Sengers et al [5], is 

that diffusion may contribute to crystallisation of some components in the glass, causing 

mechanica! stress or preferential leaking of fission products. 

At the KEMA laboratories in Arnhem nuclear waste glass systems are investigated by studying 

the diffusion of alkali ions in sodium borosilicate glasses. The used glasses contain only non 

radioactive isotapes to simulate the radioactive waste. With the method that is used in Arnhem 

however, diffusion can only be measured at relatively high temperatures (-1000 K). Starage 

of the waste occurs at much lower temperatures (400 to 750 K) but to derive diffusion data 

at those temperatures, measuring times would become excessive. 

In cooperation with KEMA, a completely new method for measuring the diffusion of cesium 

in sodium borosilicate glasses is developed in our group. This method, using the LEIS 

technique, can derive diffusion data in a broad temperature interval. The interval contains both 

the actual starage temperatures and the temperatures at which KEMA did their measurements. 

In this way a good comparison can be made between the coefficients measured by the 

different methods and reliable conclusions can be drawn. 

1 Posters of the work reported in this chapter have been presenled at both the FOM (Fundamenteel 
Onderzoek der Materie) meeting in Veldhoven 1991 and the KNCV (Koninklijke Nederlandse Chemie 
Vereniging) surface meeting in Eindhoven 1992. Furthermore a lecture about the subject has been given 
at the KSLA (Koninklijke Shell Laboratorium Amsterdam) and an artiele is in press for the NEVAC 
(NEderlandse VACuum vereniging) magazine. 
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In this chapter, first the theoretica! aspects of the diffusion will be reported. Then both the 

KEMA and the LEIS method will be explained and the results will be shown. Finally this 

chapter is concluded with a discussion and some recommendations. 

3.2 Theoretica! aspects of diffusion 

The thermal gradient ÖT/Öx as well as the concentration gradient ÖC/ox, occurring in cylinders 

of waste glass, cause an ionic flow. The ionic flux, J due to both effects is given by Fick's 

first law, 

J = -D[öCfl'Jx + Q*C/RT2(öTföx)], 
(3.1) 

in which D is the diffusion coefficient, C is the concentration, R is the gas constant and Q* 
the heat of transport. Thus, one value for D pertains to the flow due to both gradients ÖC/Öx 

and ÖT/Öx. For a realistic estimate for Q* the flow arising from a thermal gradient is about 

four orders smaller than the diffusion due to a concentration gradient. A practical approach 

to the study of slow diffusion in a thermal gradient consists therefore of the equivalent study 

of fast diffusion due to a concentration gradient. 

In a diffusion experiment, the development of the concentration as a function of time provides 

us with the information to calculate the diffusion coefficient. According to Fick's second law 

the concentration evolves with 

ÖC/Öt = Ö/Öx (DöCföx). 
(3.2) 

Assuming that the diffusion coefficient is independent of the spatial coordinate, equation 3.2 

can be written as 

(3.3) 

This equation can be solved when the appropriate boundary conditions are known. For cases 

where this is not straightforward, some assumptions have to be made. Both the boundary 

conditions and the assumptions will be discussed in the next sections. 
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3.3 The KEMA experiments and its limitations 

The production of the sodium borosilicate glasses and the initial diffusion experiments were 

carried out at the KEMA laboratones in Arnhem [6]. The glasses (12 mol% Na20, 25.0 mol% 

B20 3 and 63 mol% Si02) were prepared by melting reagent-grade Si02, Na2B40 7 and B20 3 in 

air in a platinum crucible at 1623 K for two hours. Next the samples were crushed to a fine 

powder. Cesium doped specimens were made by actding 2 or 4 mol% cesium oxide in the 

form of cesium carbonate and remelting the mixture at 1623 K for two hours. To improve 

homogeneity the croshing and melting were repeated twice. The specimens had the shape of 

cylindrical bars with a diameter of 10 mm. 

Diffusion couples were made by fusing together the polisbed surfaces of two types of glasses 

at 1073 K for five minutes or by successively pouring borosilicate glass and cesium doped 

glass in an alumina crucible. The experiments reported here are carried out with systems 

prepared according to the second process. 

The diffusion experiments were performed by keeping the couples at a fixed temperature for 

500 hours. A scanning electron microscope in combination with an energy dispersive 

spectrometer (SEM/EDS) were used to determine concentratien profiles. A typical result is 

shown in figure 3.1 where the concentratien of cesium oxide is drawn as a function of the 

distance from the contact area in a diffusion couple after a 500 hour heat treatment at 917 K. 

;f 11.0 T = 917 K + 
"i .. ++ 

+ 
Ql 
"0 
;;( 
0 

10.0 E 
~ 

iii 
Cll 
u 
ö 
c: 9.0 
0 

~ ... 
ë 
Ql 
u c: 
0 
u 

- 160 - 120 - 80 - 40 0 40 80 120 160 

distance to contact areà ( 1 o·e m) 

Figure 3.1 Concentration profile of cesium oxide in Na20-Si02-B20 3 glass [5]. 

With the assumption that the diffusion couple is infinitely large in all directions and that there 

is only diffusion in the x-direction, formula (3.3) can be converted to 
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(3.4) 

where the subscripts refer to the two sides of the contact plane, x is the distance from the 

contact plane, t the time during which diffusion takes place and erf is the error function [7]. 

The combination of the formula and the measured profile results in a value forD at a specific 

temperature. The experiments were carried out in a temperature range from 963 to 871 K. 

The results should correspond to the Arrhenius equation (3.5) where a relation between the 

diffusion coefficient and the activation energy of the diffusion process, Eact is assumed, 

according to, 

Eocr 

D =Do· e kT. 

(3.5) 

In this equation, kis the Boltzmann constant (1,38·10-23 J/K) and D0 a constant of diffusion. 

By taking the logarithm, equation (3.5) transfarms to, 

Eact lnD = lnD --0 kT 

(3.6) 

So equation (3.6) prediets a linear relation between lnD and l{f, from which the activation 

energy can be derived. Figure 3.2 shows the Arrhenius plot of cesium diffusion in sodium 

borosilicate glass in the studied temperature range. The slope of the line gives the activation 

energy in that temperature range and is determined to be 427±53 kJ/mol. 

-ril -~ a 
c:l .... 
Q -Q 
c:l -

Figure 3.2 
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1000/T (1/K) 

The Arrhenius plot of the cesium dijfusion in sodium borosilicate glass for the 

results obtained by Sengers et al [6]. Tg represents the glass transition 

temperature. 
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Because the resolution of the analysing system SEM!EDS requires penetration depths of about 

100 ~m to obtain diffusion profiles with the desired accuracy, no diffusion coefficients can 

be measured at still lower temperatures. Diffusion over 100 ~m at those temperatures would 

take too long and that is not practicable. An experiment at 750 K for example would take as 

long as forty thousand years (!) to obtain diffusion over 60 ~m. 

Extrapolating the results in the Arrhenius plot to lower temperatures is not possible either 

because the sodium borosilicate glass has a glass-transition temperature Tg at about 786 K. At 

this temperature structural changes in the glass take place which might influence the activation 

energy of the cesium diffusion. The straight line as it is measured for temperatures above Tg 

can therefore show a different slope at temperatures below Tg. 

To solve these problems a method was needed to study the diffusion over distances in the 

order of nanometers. Then it would be possible to obtain diffusion data at lower temperatures 

in a reasonable time. In the next sections a new method, where LEIS is used to meet these 

requirements, will be explained. 

3.4 Measuring cesium diffusion with Low Energy Ion Scattering 

In this section an alternative way to measure the diffusion of alkali ions in glasses will be 

described. The technique uses LEIS both to measure the cesium surface concentration of the 

nuclear waste glasses and to influence the composition of the glass in the ion implanted 

region. It will be shown that this latter region with a thickness in the order of one hundred 

Angstrom can be made cesium free. After creation of this depletion, diffusion of cesium 

through that layer can be generated and by measuring the surface concentration of the diffused 

specimen as a function of time, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated. 

Previous workin our group on this subject by van Kessel et al [8,12] was very promising. To 

improve the accuracy of the measurements and to be able to measure in a broader temperature 

range, some adjustments to the procedure had to be made. The exact procedure used in the 

experiments will be described step by step in the remainder of this paragraph. The different 

steps of the procedure are schematically shown in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 
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The measuring procedure: a measuring equilibrium concentration (n .. ), 

b creation of depletion, 

c restoration of the glass structure, 

d cesium diJfusion through layer, 

e measuring surface concentration as a function 

of time (nJ. 

3.4.1 Pretreatment of the glass samples 

The samples used for the measurements were provided by KEMA and were disc shaped. They 

had a diameter of 10 mm and thickness of 1 mm. The measurements were performed on pure 

sodium borosilicate glass and sodium borosilicate glass containing 2 mol% Cs20 . 

In contradiction to the former experiments by van Kessel et al, who mounted the glass discs 

with little catches, the samples were now 'glued' on the target holders with a solution of 

colloidal graphite (AGAR SCIENTIFIC LTD.). The catches were mounted afterwards for 

safety. The advantages of this preparation are the improved heat contact and the black 

appearance of the sample. The improvement of the heat contact between the target holder and 

the sample makes it possible to reach higher temperatures. By measuring at temperatures close 

to the 'KEMA-region' a good comparison between the results obtained from the two different 

methods will be possible. 
The black colour of the graphite solves one of the major problems of the former LEIS 
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experiments: the temperature measurements. These measurements are carried out with an 

infrared pyrometer (Minolta Cyelops 41) which determines the emitted radiation in the infrared 

region of an object to derive its temperature. On the apparatus, an emission coefficient has to 

be adjusted. The emission coefficient e of a certain object is defined by 

E = radiation emitted by the object 1 s surface 
radiation emitted by a black body 

(3.7) 

where the two are at the same temperature. Black body radiation is the standard of radiation 

which exists in any enelosure whose walls are at a uniform temperature. The shape of the 

enelosure and the wall material have no effect on the radiation, it is only a function of 

temperature. 

For the glass the emission coefficient is not known and most probably it is temperature 

dependent After calibration in air with a thermocouple, the black graphite/glass system 

however is assumed to have an emission coefficient of one. In this way temperature 

measurements can be done with good accuracy ( 5 K). 

To assure that the UHV in the vessel would not be contaminated by the solvent of the 

graphite, the graphite salution was first dried in air for 30 minutes at 400 K. In the transfer 

room it is heated again for 2 hours at 650 K to evaparate the last traces of the solvent. Then 

the sample is inserted into the experimental vessel to start the actual measurements. 

3.4.2 Creation of the cesium depletion 

Before the depletion is created, the equilibrium cesium concentration on the glass surface is 

measured. This is performed with a 3 keV 4He+ beam at room temperature and schematically 

shown in figure 3.3a. The ratio between the intensities of the silicon and the cesium peaks is 

called n_. This is the ratio that would appear after full recovery of the structure after diffusion 

for infinite time. 

The next step in the procedure is the creation of a cesium free layer in the glass sample. This 

is achieved by irradiation of the sample with 3 keV Ar+ or 4He+ ions at 500 K and 

schematically shown in figure 3.3b. The diameter of the depletion (equal to the diameter of 

the beam on the sample) is 5 mm, while the other measurements are performed with a beam 

diameter of 2 mm. The advantage of the different spot sizes is that the sample can be moved 

to the transfer room and back without the necessity of positioning the sample in exactly the 

same position, what is practically impossible. 

The specific effect of remaval of alkali ions from glasses by ion implanta~ion is often 

mentioned in literature. According to Miotello and Mazzoldi [9] the creation of the depletion 

is caused by a combination of two mechanisms, preferential sputtering of the alkali ions from 

the surface region and the enhanced diffusion of the alkali ions towards the surface. 

The first effect only accounts for alkali remaval from the first surface layers (.:::10 Á) of the 
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ion irradiated system. The depletion that is observed by Miotello is nevertheless in the order 

of 100 to 1000 A. To explain this effect several diffusion mechanisms are considered. Neither 

temperature nor electric field induced diffusion only can account for the depth of the 

depletion. The mechanism suggested by Miotello assumes a constant diffusion coefficient n• 
in the ion implanted region that is much larger than the bulk diffusion coefficient D. This 

enhanced diffusion in the outer layer is caused by an increased vacancy concentration due to 

the irradiation. This situation is schematically shown in figure 3.4. 

Cs 
Ar 

Figure 3.4 A schematic representation of the creation of a cesium depletion layer. 

The discontinuity in the D-values explains the creation of an alkali depletion. Hardly any 

replacement of the fast diffused alkali takes place from the bulk. The alkali ions that reach the 

surface are sputtered away by the incoming ions. 

3.4.3 Restoration and ditfusion 

As mentioned above, the vacancy concentration in the depletion layer after irradiation is 

increased and this will influence the diffusion through that layer. To restore the glass matrix 

the sample is annealed at 650 K (T,es) during 2 hours (fig 3.3c). 

To check the surface composition after this treatment a LEIS spectrum is measured at room 

temperature after the annealing procedure. Then the sample is transporred to the transfer room 

where it is kept at the diffusion temperature (Tdir) for the desired time, tdir (fig 3.3d). This part 

of the measurements takes place in the transfer room instead of the experimental vessel 

because in the transfer room it is possible to focus the pyrometer perpendicular to the glass 
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surface. In this way the temperature can be measured without the needof (unknown) angular 

corrections for the emission coefficient. 

After cooling down, the sample is transported to the experimental vessel where it is analysed 

with a 3 ke V He beam at room temperature. This results in a value for the surface 

concentration of cesium after diffusion, n1• The last two steps, heating to generate diffusion 

and measuring the surface concentration of the cesium, can be executed several times. By 

doing this the time dependenee of the surface concentration can be measured and the diffusion 

coefficient can be calculated. 

3.5 Interpretation of the LEIS results 

Consictering the described procedure, several LEIS measurements have to be executed in order 

to calculate the diffusion coefficient. From the LEIS measurements, the surface concentration 

can be calculated (n1 and n_). To obtain the diffusion coefficient from these values, some 

assumptions have to be made. 

First of all, the thickness of the depletion layer must be derived. Generally the depletion 

profile is measured by Rutherford Back scattering Speetrometry (RBS). An example of this 

can be found in the work of Battagtin et al [Bat84] who irradiated glass samples containing 

Na, K and Rb with 50 ke V argon ions. A depletion thickness of 200 nm is found in this case 

(see fig. 3.5). 

figure 3.5 
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Depletion profiles caused by Ar-implantation, measured by Rutherford Back 

Scattering {11]. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates that the depletion thickness does not depend on the ion that is removed. 

Forthermore the results of Battagtin point out that the depleted layer thickness increases with 

the implantation energy. 
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In our case, it is not possible to measure the depletion profile by RBS because the thickness 

is too small. Therefore an estimate had to be made using the TRIM program. This program, 

introduced by Ziegier et al [10] deals with Monte Carlo-type calculations to simulate 

trajectories and sputtering effects of ions in matter. The TRIM program can provide the mean 

penetration depth of ions with a specitïc energy in a given materiaL Combining the mean 

penetration depth with the results of Battaglin, we find that the thickness of the depletion xd 

is two times the mean penetration depth of the irradiated ions. 

The next assumption we have to make to solve equation (3.3), concerns the shape of the 

depletion. We assume that the cesium concentration in the sample shows a step at xd, as 

illustrated in tigure 3.6. 

Figure 3.6 
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The assumed cesium concentration profile with a step at xd. 

x 

With these two assumptions taken into account, equation (3.3) can be solved for diffusion in 

one dimeosion from the bulk, through the depleted region, to the surface. This results is a 

formula for nt over n_, 

nt xd - = erfc ( ), 
n.. 2JDtdif 

(3.8) 

with only D as an unknown factor. The error function is tabulated. So by measuring nt and 

n_, the diffusion coefficient can be found. 
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3.6 LEIS results 

Now that it is clear how to calculate D from LEIS measurements, the main results will be 

shown. As mentioned in paragraph 3.4, n~ and nt are derived from the LEIS spectra measured 

during the pretteatment and after the diffusion. A spectrum to check the removal of the cesium 

is measured both before and after the restoration of the glass structure. A characteristic set of 

LEIS spectra is shown in figure 3. 7 where the spectrum taken after the restoration is left out 

because it matches the spectrum taken after the depletion is made. 
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Figure 3.7 
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Characteristic set of LEIS spectra from which n~ and n, are derived. In this 

case, the depletion was made by 3 keV Ar ions and dijfusion took place at 

743 K for 86 hours. The spectra are measured by 3 keV He ions. 

During the whole procedure, several other measurements were carried out. During the creation 

of the depletion, the Cs-intensity was measured in situ. A series of spectra is shown in figure 

3.9 while the development of the Cs-signal as a function of irradiation time is shown in figure 

3.10. In this case the depletion was produced by implantation with Ar ions and simultaneously 

recording of LEIS spectra. 

As mentioned insection 3.4.3 the diffusion takes place in the transfer room. Here it is possible 

to perform accurate temperature measurements by the infrared pyrometer. An example of a 

temperature measurement is shown in figure 3.11 where a temperature of 804 K was 

maintained for 12 minutes. The infrared pyrometer recorded the temperature every 10 seconds. 
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Figure 3.9 A series of LEIS spectra obtained with 3 ke V Ar i ons during the creation of a 

depletion. 
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Figure 3.10 The Cs-intensity as a function of time during Ar-irradiation. 
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Figure 3.11 The temperature of the glass substrate during dijfusion at 804 Kas measured 

by the infrared pyrometer. 
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ion Ei(keV) xiÁ) TdiK) tdih) D(m2/s) 

He 3 650 849 0.16 3.0·10-18 

Ar 3 100 804 0.20 1.3·10·19 

Ar 3 100 743 38,62,86 6.7·10-22 

Ar 3 100 723 62 2.6·10-22 

Table 3.1 Experimental data and results for the dijfusion coefficient measured by LEIS. 

The final results of the experiments and some characteristic data are given in table 3.1. As can 

be seen from the table, it is possible with the LEIS method to measure diffusion coefficients 

that are in the order of 10-22 m2/s. This is 106 lower compared to the results achieved by 

KEMA. The different results can be compared when they are set in the Arrhenius plot (figure 

3.8). The LEIS results correspond to the diffusion couple measurements when those are 

extrapolated. 
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Figure 3.8 Arrhenius plot with bath the results obtained by KEMA and those measured 

with LEIS where Tg represents the glass transition temperature. 
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3. 7 Discussion and conclusions 

From tigure 3.8 it is clear that it is possible to extrapolare the KEMA results linearly to lower 

temperatures. The activatien energy of the diffusion process which corresponds to the slope 

of the line in the Arrhenius plot (see section 3.3) is therefore the same above and below the 

glass transition temperature Tg. The starage temperature is about 400 to 750 K and there the 

diffusion coefficient is in the order of 10"22 m2/s. The mean penetratien depth 1 of cesium 

(tt = 2·106 years) after 10 decay times will be about 2 mm, according to, 

1 = 2~Dtdif 
(3.9) 

In practice the nuclear waste is stared in glass cylinders with a diameter of 50 cm, so from 

this point of view the starage in glass seems to be justified. A number of things however have 

to be taken into consideration. 

The depletion depth has been calculated using TRIM simulations, no measured value for the 

depth is available. Experiments are however done with both a He- and an Ar-made depletion 

whose depths differ an order of magnitude. Still the obtained diffusion coefficients correspond 

to the expected behaviour. From this it can be concluded that the used depletion depths are 

of the correct order of magnitude. 

The shape of the depletion is an other point for discussion. The Cs-concentration profile is 

assumed to behave like a step function. In practice this will not be the case. Profiles as 

measured by Battaglin et al [11] (see tigure 3.5) will be more appropriate. A way to derive 

the actual form of the depletion is to measure the Cs-concentration at the surface during 

diffusion in situ. At the moment this cannot be done because LEIS measurements at these high 

temperatures would influence the diffusion process. But a new LEIS apparatus has been build 

with a revolutionary new detector [31]. With the use of this detector it should be possible to 

measure the surface concentratien of the cesium at extremely low ion doses. In this way the 

surface concentratien of cesium can be measured as a function of time during diffusion 

without disturbing the process itself. From this time dependenee of the cesium concentratien 

at the surface the actual profile can be derived. 

To restare the glass-matrix after the creation of the depletion, the sample is annealed at 650 K 

for 2 hours. We cannot check if the restoration is complete. According to the diffusion at high 

temperatures (Tdir) (which results are in agreement with the KEMA experiments), it can be 

concluded that enhanced diffusion through defects does not have a major contribution at high 

temperature. The assumption that the restoration is complete after annealing seems to be valid. 
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No segregation effects are taken into account. When surface segregation in the outer layers 

(::::: 10 Á) would play an important role the difference between two diffusion depths would be 

of minor importance. Both cesium diffusion over a distance of 650 Á (He) and 100 Á (Ar) 

has been studied and both the diffusion times are in agreement with the model. The influence 

of segregation can be neglected. 

As can beseen intheLEIS spectra (figure 3.7) not only the cesium is removed from the outer 

layer but also the sodium vanished. So in fact the diffusion measurements are performed with 

an other glass-matrix. This effect doesn 't seem to play an important role because our results 

at high temperatures (849 K) are in agreement with the KEMA results, but for future 

experiments it could be considered. 

There is one very important remark to be made. The depletion arising from the fast diffusion 

of cesium is caused by defects in the glass structure. The defects are produced by irradiation 

of the sample with low energy ions. In practice the nuclear waste, stored is glass cylinders will 

emit high energy particles that create defectsin the glass structure too. So radioactive isotapes 

can undergo enhanced diffusion due to their own decay. This enhanced diffusion can be of 

much greater importance than the diffusion due to a temperature or concentration gradient. 

Therefore this point should be taken into consideration for the starage of nuclear waste and 

research must be continued to determine the importance of this effect. 
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4 The spreading behaviour of Mo03 on silica 
supported catalysts2 

4.1 Introduetion 

For many well known surface analysis techniques it is almost impossible to obtain valuable 

information from insulating rough matenals like supported catalysts. Sametimes the equipment 

is not sensitive enough to detect the low percentages of the active component. Other 

techniques require very flat surfaces or single crystals. Also charging of the surface because 

the catalyst is insulating, forms a major obstacle. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the NODUS apparatus however can perform measurements on the 

difficult matenals real catalysts are. The LEIS technique itself is very well suited for the 

analysis of catalytic systems because it is sensitive to the topmost atomie layer only. This is 

exactly the region of interest because that is where the catalytic action is performed. Previous 

work by van Leerdam [28] showed the value of the LEIS technique for the analysis of catalyst 

surfaces by using the NODUS apparatus. 

In this chapter the study of the catalyst system Mo03 supported by Si02 is discussed. This 

catalyst is used for the selective oxidation of ammonia and provided by the group of prof. 

Geus from the University of Utrecht. The catalysts are prepared by Homogeneaus Deposition 

Precipitation (HDP) which results in a highly dispersed active oxide on the silica support. In 

contrast to former research the samples contain no impurities and they are prepared with 

loadings up to 26 wt.% Mo03• 

After an introduetion about the basic principles and imponance of catalysis in genera!, the 

MoOJSi02 catalyst will be elucidated and a survey of literature will be given. The preparation 

and characterization of the catalyst in Utrecht will be described next. Then the LEIS results 

will be presented and some attention will be paid to quantification. Finally the results will be 

discussed and conclusions will be drawn. 

4.2 Catalysis 

As a definition of catalysis Satterfield [ 13] uses: A catalyst is a substance that increases the 

rate of reaction without being appreciably consumed in the process. A catalyst cannot change 

the ultimate equilibrium determined by thermodynamics; its role is restricted to accelerating 

2 Posters of the work mentioned in this chapter have been presenred at the SON (Scheikundig Onderzoek 
Nederland) caralysis meeting in Lunteren 1991 and the KNCV (Koninklijke Nederlandse Chemie 
Vereniging) surface meeting in Eindhoven 1992. 
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the rate of approach to the equilibrium. By using catalysts the circumstances under which the 

reactions take place might be facilitated (lower temperature or pressure). Another property of 

a catalyst can beits selectivity towards a certain product. In this way the amount of unwanted 

byproducts can be minimized. 
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Figure 4.1 Energy changes associated with individual steps of areaction [13]. 

The reason for the increasing rates and selectivity originates from the lower activatien energy 

needed for the catalysed reaction. This is caused by dividing a one-step reaction into several 

small steps which have lower activatien energies. This is schematically shown in figure 4.1. 

Here Ehom is the activation energy for the standard reaction, Eads for adsorption of the reactants 

onto the catalyst surface, Ecat for the actual reaction on the surface (formation of the activated 

complex) and Edes for the desorption of the reaction products from the surface. Àacts is the heat 

of adsorption of the reactants and Àdes is the heat of desorption of the products. The overall 

energy-change upon reaction is MI and is the same for the two pathways. 

Catalysis is generally divided in two, namely heterogeneaus an homogeneaus catalysis. In 

homogeneaus catalysis the reactants and the catalyst are in the same phase, usualliquid, while 

in heterogeneaus catalysis the two are in a different phase. In most cases the reactants are 

liquid or gaseous and the catalyst is in the solid state. A big advantage of this kind of catalysis 

is that the reaction mixture is much easier to handle in real industrial situations and the 

productscan be separated from the mixture and the catalyst relatively easy. That is why even 

for good homogeneaus catalytic systems there is an effort to convert them into heterogeneaus 
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systems. 

The catalytic reaction takes place at the surface of the catalyst, so it is clear that the surface 

is of great importance. The catalytic activity of a surface depends on several factors. Besides 

the exposed plane, the stability and the electtonic structure, the area of the exposed surface 

is of major importance. For most solicts the specific area (SA: exposed area per gram) is 

limited to 1-2 m2/g. To increase this area and to arrange a firm structure that allows good 

reactant flow and export of reaction heat, many catalyst systems consist of an active 

component on a support. Often used supports are silica (Si02), alumina (Al20 3) or silica

alumina with specific surfaces of 150-700 m2/g. 

Nowadays catalysts are used in about ninety percent of the chemical manufacturing processes 

in use throughout the world. The activities conceming catalysis represent a billion dollar 

market, especially in petrochemical industry. Because of this immense industrial importance, 

a slight impravement can have a major commercial impact. Th is is one of the reasons, besides 

trying to get a better fundamental insight, that much research is done in this field of physical

chemical science. 

4.3 MoO)Si02 catalysts for ammonia oxidation 

The emission of ammonia substantially contributes to the present air pollution. The ammonia 

originates mainly from the bio-industry, but also from coal gasification and hydrotreating 

plants. 

Remaval of ammonia can be accomplished by oxidizing it to molecular nitrogen and water, 

see reaction (1). Besides this conversion, two other reactions are competitive where NO and 

N02 are formed as unwanted byproducts, reaction (2) and (3). By using a catalyst, the 

ammonia can be selectively oxidized according to (1). A catalyst suitable for this purpose is 

Mo03 supported by silica, where Mo03 is the active oxide [14,15]. 

(1) 

(2) 

4 NO + (3) 

Several other systems have been tested, but they have a poor activity (WOJTi02 and 

Fe20JSi02) or a bad selectivity (V20 5+WOJTi02). 
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In literature a whole scala of experiments with MoOJSi02 systems prepared in different ways 

are described. Some of these investigations will be discussed. 

Ghandi et al [16] showed that Mo03 supported by 95 % alumina and 5 % silica is a little bit 

effected by moisture. Both activity and selectivity decrease when 10 % H20 is added to the 

ammonia stream. The reduction is explained by competitive accupation of the active sides by 

H20. 

Cheng et al [17] studied the formation of supported molybdate catalysts by Laser Raman 

Spectroscopy. Variations in Mo03-loading, pH of impregnation solutions and drying and 

calcining conditions were investigated. After precipitation Mo-aggregates are formed on the 

silica surface and a Mo03 phase arises for samples containing more than 10 wt.% Mo03 after 

calcination in air for 6 hours at 773 K. The bands and relative intensities that belong to this 

Mo03 then closely match those of the bulk compound. 

The same results are obtained by Jeziorowski et al [18] who however also measured X-ray 

diffraction and only detected Mo03 for loadings higher than 8.2 wt. %. For lower loadings the 

Mo03 crystallites must therefore be too small and/or strongly distorted so that they do not give 

rise to X-ray diffraction. 

Ono et al [19] deduces from photoluminescence measurements that up to about 3 wt.%, the 

molybdenum is tetrahedrally coordinated. The photoluminescence intensity remarkably 

decreases in the region above 6 wt.% Mo, suggesting that a change in coordination of Mo ions 

from tetrahedral to octahedral takes place. Such a change in coordination would result from 

a decrease in the coordination unsaturation and/or decreased covalency of the Mo-oxygen bond 

with increasing Mo-content. 

Electron Spectroscopy for Chemica! Analysis (ESCA), laser Raman spectroscopy and LEIS 

experiments by Stencel et al [20] showed that the surface species which are dependent on 

Mo-loading (highe st loading 8 wt.% ), include crystalline Mo03, highly dispersed surface 

molybdate and silicomolybdic acid (SMA, H4[SiMo120 40]). Experiments with H20 exposure-, 

0 2 calcination-cycles suggest a systematic change in the distribution or the dispersion of the 

Mo with respect to the support. After calcination the Mo-coverage of the surface is increased 

while after H20 exposure the coverage is decreased. 

Stencel supposes that at loadings above 1 wt.% the SMA decomposes u pon heating at 773 K 

and such a decomposition might induce an important change in dispersion of Mo. Upon 

calcination, the Keggin unit (see figure 4.2) of the SMA would collapse with a change in 

coordination of Mo and generation of oxomolybdic species with terminal Mo=O. This collapse 

would imply a change in dispersion of the Mo and thereby an increase of the ESCA and LEIS 

intensity ratios, even though the molybdenum species so formed are not greatly displaced on 

the surface, i.e. they do not undergo a significant change of distribution within the support, 

and thus do not have to diffuse back when the Keggin unit is rebuilt upon H20 exposure at 

room temperature. 
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(a) ( b) 

Figure 4.2 The Keggin unit: (a) coordination polyhedra, (b) only the co re structure is 

shown, M = Mo, X = Si. 

The influence of the grain morphology on Mo03 on its catalytic properties has been reported 

by Baiker et al [21]. The main interest for this investigation was the reduction of nitric oxide 

with ammonia, 

4 NO + + (4) 

4 NO + + (5) 

but also the, for this investigation interesting, oxidation of ammonia according to reaction (1) 

was reported. 

The experiments were carried out with two catalysts prepared in a different way. One 

consisted of large, thin platelets of orthorhombic Mo03 exposing predominantly the (010) 

plane. The second consisted of microcrystalline Mo03 with dimensions of 1 to 2 Jlm along 

(001), (100) and (010). While there was a dependenee on the grain morphology for reaction 

(5), this was not the case for reaction (4) and the ammonia oxidation reaction (1). 

Some results, which are partly Contradietory with those obtained before, are presented by 

Kakuta et al [22]. Except Raman spectroscopy also EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine 

Structure) has been used to investigate the formation of molybdenum oxide on silica-supported 

catalysts. The Raman results are in line with the results of Cheng et al [ 17] and Jeziorowski 

et al [ 18] where interaction species are found at low loadings and bulk Mo03 at high loadings. 

EXAFS is applicable to amorphous materials which only give a diffuse XRD pattem. This 

technique shows that before the calcination there are two species, which are precursors of the 

two species after the calcination. The EXAFS spectra clearly indicate that not all species 
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fonned at high loadings are Mo03 crystallites. This is also confinned by XRD measurements 

where the pattem of the 20 wt.% catalyst is similar to that of Mo03, but the intensity is lower 

than the reference material which is a physical mixture of Mo03 and Si02 with the same 

composition. 

The observations can be summarized in the following. At low loadings, the interaction species 

is fonned already in the dried stage and it is stabie and does not change by calcining at 

773 K. At high loadings, free heptamolybdate is fonned first and many molybdenum oxide 

species exist after calcination at 773 K. These species are Mo03 crystallites and various kinds 

of octahedrally coordinated molybdenum oxide clusters. 

The spreading behaviour of several physical mixtures of Mo03, V 20 5 and W03 loadings on 

Al20 3, Ti02 and Si02 support up to 770 Kis studied by Leyrer et al [23,24]. They used both 

Raman spectroscopy and LEIS. Spreading is observed for physical mixtures of Mo03 with y
Al203 and Ti02, of W03 with y-Al20 3 and V20 5 with Ti02. In contrast Mo03 does notseem 

to spread on Si02• With further experiments it is confinned that no gas phase transport is 

possible. 

Some of the results from Leyrer et al are shown in figure 4.3 where the concentratien profiles 

measured by Raman spectroscopy are plotted versus distance from the original dividing line 

between Mo03 and the support. 
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Figure 4.3 The difference in spreading behaviour for Mo03 supported by alumina and 

si! ie a obtained by Leyrer et al [24]. 

The results are discussed in tenns of solid-solid wetting. The wetting process will occur when 

the surface free energy of the support is lowered by an interaction with the active oxide. This 

means that the surface free energy of the active oxide combined with the free interaction 

energy should be lower than the surface free energy of the support. The difference in the 

spreading behaviour of Mo03 on the three supports originates from the difference in chemica! 

contributions. According to Leyrer, Mo03 is reported to react with both Al20 3 and Ti02, while 

solid state reactions between Mo03 and Si02 are unknown. 
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4.4 Preparation of the catalysts 

The work perfonned on the Mo0y'Si02 catalysts is done in cooperation with the University 

of Utrecht. Besides the preparation, the system is extensively studied there. Many techniques 

are used to analyse the precursors, the solid catalysts and the catalytic performance. Some of 

these measurements will be discussed in the next section. The work done in Eindhoven is 

concentrated on the characterization of the solid catalyst, and more specitïc the study of the 

spreading behaviour of Mo03 over the silica surface. 

Various methods can be applied for the preparation of supported molybdena catalysts. Usually 

wet or incipient wetness impregnation of the most common ammonium molybdate salt, 

(NH4) 6Mo70 24 ammonium heptamolybdate (AHM), is used. This works quite well for the 

impregnation of alumina but for the preparation of silica supported catalysts, the interaction 

between M~0246- is too small. No good impregnation is possible with this precursor. A 

remedy for this impasse is described by Vogt [25], and camprises the use of lower valent 

molybdenum, Mo3+ which has a better interaction with the support. 

Trivalent molybdenum is easily prepared by electrochemical reductiön of Mo6+. Starting with 

an acidified (HCl) slurry of molybdic acid H2Mo04 reduction to Mo3+ is accomplished. To 

avoid re-oxidation of the lower valent species, N2 is led through the solution. 

Highly dispersed Mo0y'Si02 catalysts are prepared by deposition precipitation of an 

appropriate amount of Mo3+ from homogeneaus solution, as demonstrated in general by Geus 

[26]. Homogeneaus deposition precipitation is achieved in a vessel of 1.5 liter. To ensure 

homogeneity the suspension is vigorously stirred at 1200 rpm. After suspending the support 

(Degussa aerosil 200V, SA: 186 m2/g) and remaval of oxygen by a flow of N2 the appropriate 

amount of the Mo3+ solution is added. The pH of the suspension reaches a value of about 1.2, 

due to actdition of the Mo(H20)6
3+/HC1 solution. To deposit the molybdenum (hydr)oxide 

phase onto Si02, the pH is homogeneously raised by injection of a salution of NH3 with a rate 

of 0.05 mmoles NH3 per minute_ Injection is stopped at a pH of 7.0 to prevent dissalution of 

Si02• 

The tabiets are dried at room temperature under atmospheric pressure in a flow of dry air. 

Subsequently, the samples are dried at 473 K for 24 hours in air and calcined at 723 K in air 

for 24 hours. 

The use of the impregnation metbod leads to a full recovery of the precursor. Deposition 

precipitation of molybdenum from homogeneaus salution encloses the hazard of lossof active 

component via the filtrate. Therefore, the Mo03 loading is established by titration. 
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4.5 Catalyst characterization 

As mentioned in the last paragraph, the catalysts were not only prepared in Utrecht but a 

whole scala of experiments was carried out as well. The most important results of these 

analysis are reported by de Boer et al [15,27] and a short review of the results will be 

presented in this section. 

In [27] only the catalyst system with 5.6 wt.% Mo03 on Si02 is studied. X-ray diffraction 

patterns (XRD) did not disclose any crystallinity and Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) did not show any particles. Characterization by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

(XPS) showed only peaks belonging to Mo6+ although Mo3
+ was used as a precursor. 

Then both X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), divided in Extended X-ray Absorption Fine 

Structure (EXAFS) and X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES), and Raman 

spectroscopy were used to characterize the catalysts under hydrated and dehydrated conditions. 

Fora more detailed description of the different techniques, the reader is referred to [29]. 

The Raman spectra of the 5.6 wt.% MoOJSi02 sample under ambient condition (Mo6F) and 

after dehydration (20% 0/He flow (100 ml/min) for 2 hours at 673 K, Mo6P) are shown in 

figure 4.4. The Raman bands at -820, -600 and -480 cm-1 region are assigned to Si02• No 

characteristic bands of crystalline Mo03 are present before dehydration. From this it is 

concluded that the molybdenum oxide is present as a dispersed silica-supported phase. The 

bands at 944, 880 and 220 cm-1 belong to octahedrally coordinated M~0246- clusters. 

Figure 4.4 

Mo6F (hydrnredl 

J 
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Raman spectra of Mo6 under ambient conditions (Mo6F) and after thermal 

pretreatment (Mo6P) [27]. 
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Dehydration causes the shift (944 to 986 and 380 to 310 cm-1
) and disappearance (880 and 

220 cm-1
) of some bands. The presence of only one sharp band indicates that the surface 

molybdenum oxide is mono-oxo (one short Mo=O bond). The Mo-0-Mo chains (880 and 220 

cm-1
), characteristic for the polymolybdate structure, must have been broken up to provide 

these isolated molybdenum sites. Furthermore some extra bands of silica become visible, so 

the Raman cross section of the dehydrated molybdenum surface species is much smaller than 

the cross section of the hydrated oxide clusters. 

From XANES spectra can be concluded that the molybdenum in the fresh sample has a 

(distorted) octahedral coordination. This coordination changes upon dehydration. The exact 

coordination can however not be deri ved. 

The interpretation of the EXAFS results is very difficult. Elaborative calculations and 

simulations have to be carried out to obtain the results. The EXAFS experiments do however 

support the assumption, made on basis of the Raman spectra, that a change of the molybdena 

species takes place upon dehydration. Both the Mo-Mo contribution and the Mo-0 shells 

change enormously after dehydration. A sharp decrease of the coordination number of the Mo

Mo bond is observed. The coordination number that is the sum of all Mo-Mo honds (INMo-Mo) 

decreases from 3.27 for the hydrated sample to only 0.2 for the dehydrated situation. 

According to de Boer this points to a collapse of the molybdenum oxide cluster. 

The break-up of the polymolybdate structure is presumably caused by the remaval of water 

from the sample. By this remaval , the destabilized cluster breaks down due to lack of 

coordinating oxygen atoms. 

In [15] experiments are performed using XPS, Raman Spectroscopy, EXAFS and Thermal 

Analysis (TA). The analysis were carried out on five samples which properties are summarized 

in table 4.1. 

code catalyst prepara ti on loading (wt.%) 

Mo (pree.) Mo03 HDP 

Mo (ann.) Mo03 Mo03 annealed 

Mo6 MoO:JSi02 HDP 5.6 

Mo11 MoO:JSi02 HDP 11.3 

Mo26 MoO:JSi02 HDP 26.0 

Table 4.1 Catalyst codes and properties [15]. 
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The reduction profiles obtained from the TA experiments are shown in figure 4.5. A 

significant difference in the onset temperature of the reduction of the two bulk-Mo03 samples 

(d and e) is observed. According to de Boer, this can be explained by the higher content of 

defects due to the preparation procedure: precipitation of molybdenum (hydr)oxide from an 

aqueous salution yields a porous, badly crystallised solid even after calcination. The 

heterogeneity of Mo(prec.) is considerably higher than that of Mo(ann.), which contains 

annealed, well crystallised, stoichiometrie Mo03 particles. 

Figure 4.5 

Figure 4.6 
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Thermo-gravimetrie analysis of a)Mo6, b)Moll, c)Mo26, d)Mo(prec.) and e) 

Mo(ann.) in JO% H2/Ar flow [15]. 
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Raman spectra of a)Mo(ann.), b)Mo26, c)Moll and d)Mo6, recorded at 

ambient conditions [ 15]. 
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Figure 4.7 
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EXAFS Jourier transfarms of a)Mo(ann.), b)Mo26, c)Moll and d)Mo6 [15]. 

The onset temperature for the three supported catalysts is the same, but Mo11 and Mo26 show 

a second peak at high temperature. This peak is due to deep reduction to metallic molybdenum 

that does not occur for Mo6. This is contirmed by XRD experiments. 

Raman spectra as shown in tigure 4.6 indicate, in correspondence with farmer results, that 

Mo6 does not contain any crystalline Mo03 • This in contrast to Mo 11 and Mo26 which 

spectra are in good comparison with Mo(ann.). 

The EXAFS study reveals analogous results. This is indicated in tigure 4.7, where again 

Mo(ann.), Mo26 and Moll show the same main peak due toastrong Mo-Mo contribution at 

3.5 Á. This points at larger molybdenum oxide particles with long range order. The peaks at 

1.5 - 2.2 Á are ascribed to the Mo-0 contribution in a octahedral environment. The latter one 

is also obtained for the Mo6 species. 

Everything consictering the results show that Mo11 and Mo26 contain crystalline Mo03 

particles that are highly dispersed onto the Si02 support. In contrast Mo6 consists of very 

small molybdenum oxide clusters that are strongly interacting with the support. 

Another set of experiments consists of ammonia oxidation measurements as a function of 

temperature. All five samples are investigated that way and the results are shown in 

figures 4.8 and 4.9. Mo(ann.) shows a somewhat higher NH3 conversion than Mo(prec.), 

whereas the selectivity towards N2 is higher for Mo(prec.). 

For the supported catalysts, the most interesting fact is the selectivity of Mo6 compared to that 

of Mo11 and Mo26. For Mo6 33% of the amount of NH3 is converted towards N20 while this 

is 8% and 5% for Mo11 and Mo26 respectively. The selectivity of all catalysts increases after 

a thermal pretteatment in 0 2 at 673 K. The conversion factor for N2 is then higher than 0.98 

for all three catalysts. 
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The results of all these experiments are discussed by de Boer in terms of defect concentration 

and competitive accupation of active sites by H20. The active sites for the reaction are oxygen 

atoms capable of accepting the hydragen atoms from NH3• The defect concentration bas to be 

high enough to enable two nitrogen atoms to form N2 without having to move across the 

surf ace. 
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4.6 LEIS measurements 

In this paragraph the LEIS experiments perfonned with the MoOJSi02 catalyst system will 

be discussed and the results will be presented. 

4.6.1 Pretreatment of the catalysts 

The experiments are perfonned using the samples as provided by Mark de Boer of the group 

of prof. Geus from the University of Utrecht. The samples Mo6 (5.6 wt.% Mo03), Moll 

(11.3 wt.% Mo03), Mo26 (26.0 wt.% Mo03) as mentioned in section 4.5, together with the 

untreated Si02 support and a physical mixture are available. The physical mixture, which is 

a mixture of the two powders without any special treatment, comains 15 wt.% Mo03• 

The studied powders are pressed in tantalum disks and then mounted onto the target holders. 

Before the samples are transferred to the experimental vessel, a pretreatment with 20 mbar 0 2 

at 550 K for 30 minutes is given. With this treatment contaminations are removed from the 

surface. The pretreatment will not have a major influence on the structure of the catalysts 

because they are submitted to calcination at 723 K in air for 24 hours during preparation (see 

section 4.4). After the pretreatment, the transfer room is evacuated for 15 minutes to minimize 

contamination of the UHV in the experimental vessel while inserting the sample onto the 

carrousel. By means of the carrousel which can contain twelve samples, identical experimental 

conditions are ensured when a series of targets is analysed. See also section 2.3. 

To check the effect of the pretreatment, a sample is given the same oxygen treatment at room 

temperature. After heating this sample in UHV no valuable signa! could be obtained. When 

the sample was taken out of the vacuum system, the surface had a black appearance. Most 

probably this is due to the reduction of hydrocarbons to graphite at high temperatures. 

4.6.2 Experimental conditions 

After the pretteatment the experiments are carried out in the experimental vessel. The vacuum 

in this vessel is maintained by differential pumping. The background pressure increases only 

from 1·10-9 mbar to 2·10-8 mbar when the ion beam is used. This increase is mainly due to 

He what is used as the probe for the experiments. Next to this 4He+ probe, a primary energy 

of 3 keV for the ions, a beam current of 100-200 nA and a beam diameter on the target of 5 

mm were used as the standard settings. To minimize the effect of surface charging, the 

neutralizing system as mentioned in paragraph 2.3 is used. 

A typical LEIS spectrum is shown in figure 4.10. This measurement is perfonned with the 

catalyst containing 26 wt.% Mo03• The expected peaks of oxygen, silicon and molybdenum 

are observed and no contamination is present. In the remaioder of this section the intensities 

are representing peakheights. 
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Figure 4.10 Typical LEIS spectrum obtained from the Mo26 catalyst by 3 keV 4He+ ions. 

The temperatures mentioned in this section are measured with an infrared pyrometer as 

mentioned in paragraph 3.4.1. Two remarks have to be made. First the pyrometer is aimed at 

the target under a large angle (70°), and the measuring spot of the pyrometer does not only 

analyse the target but also parts of the target holder. Second the emission coefficient for the 

different Si02 powders is not known and set at 0.5. Consictering these factors the temperature 

determination is not very accurate and the error is estimated at 25 K. 

4.6.3 Temperature induced spreading of Mo03 over Si02 

The first set of experiments consisted of measuring the temperature induced spreading of 

Mo03 over the silica support. After the oxygen pretteatment and the transfer to the main 

vessel, the sample is heated to about 600 K and analysed. Subsequently the temperature of the 

samples is increased with about 50 K. For each increase in temperature, the stabilization time 

is chosen to be half an hour, after which an analysis is performed. This procedure is repeated 

till a final temperature of about 900 K is reached. While heating the ion beam is shut off. The 

experiments are performed with the catalysts containing 5.6, 11.3 and 26.0 wt.% Mo03 (Mo6, 

Mo 1l, Mo26). The results are shown in figures 4.11 till 4.13 where the 0- , Si- and Mo

intensities are drawn as a function of temperature. No change in the intensities occurs for 

Mo6, while an increase of the Mo-signal in combination with a decrease of Si-signal is 

observed for the other two samples at about 750 K. This change in the signal intensities 

implies that the surface composition alters; a larger percentage of the surface is covered by 
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molybdenum and simultaneously the silicon contribution decreases. These effects can be 

explained in terms of Ma-clusters spreading over the silica support. 

The results of Mo6, Moll and Mo26 are combined in figure 4.14 where the Mo-intensities 

of the different samples are drawn as a function of temperature. From this graphit can beseen 

that the initia! Mo-intensities of all samples are the same. This implies that the percentage of 

the surface covered by molybdenum is about the same for the three catalysts before heat 

treatment. After heating different intensities are observed, with the final Mo-intensity 

increasing from Mo6 to Moll and Mo26. This means that the final coverage of the support 

by molybdenum is the highest for Mo26. 

Cooling down the sample to room temperature has no effect on the signa! intensities, nor are 

these affected by transport into air. 
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4.6.4 Time dependenee of the spreading 

To investigate the kinetics of the changes at the surface of the MoO:JSi02 catalysts, the signal 

intensity of Mo26 is recorded as a function of the annealing time. The oven was set at a fixed 

power and after about half an hour a constant temperature on the surface of the sample is 

reached. Analysis was done in situ. 

The measurements are performed for several powers of the oven, so different temperatures are 

reached. A characteristic plot of the different intensities as a function of the annealing time 

is shown in figure 4.15, where a final temperature of about 920 K is reached. From this plot 

it can be seen that saturation of the intensities takes place after 3 to 4 hours of annealing. 
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Figure 4.15 Dependenee of the signa/ intensities of the Mo26 catalyst on the annealing 

time. Ion current: 90 nA. The oven is switched onafter 5 minutes. 
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A set of Mo-intensities as a function of annealing time for different temperatures is shown in 

figure 4.16. From this figure it is clear that the major effects occur between 800 K and 860 K. 

Furthermore it demonstrates that the Mo-intensity at 800 K saturates at a value far below the 

Mo-intensity of the catalyst annealed at a bout 880 K. This indicates that the spreading process 

is dictated by temperature and can be described in terms of breaking honds, as will be shown 

in sec ti on 4. 7. 
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Figure 4.16 Dependenee ofthe Mo-intensity ofthe Mo26 eatalyst as ajunetion of annealing 

time for different temperatures. Ion eurrent: 160 nA. 
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4.6.5 Influence of hydration on the spreading 

Final LEIS experiments involved the analysis of the behaviour of Mo03 towards hydration. 

For this purpose a Mo26 sample that showed spreading after a temperature treatment, is 

hydrated by 92 mbar H20 for 2 hours at 320 K. This hydration is performed in air. After the 

treatment the sample is transferred back to the UHV system and LEIS measurements are 

executed. The results are shown in figure 4.17 where spectra are drawn before and after 

annealing (a and b) and after hydration (c). The Mo-intensity decreases after hydration while 

the Si-intensity increases simultaneously. As mentioned in section 4.6.3, cooling down the 

sample and exposing it to air has no effect on the different intensities. The observed decrease 

of the Mo-intensity and simultaneous increase of Si-intensity must therefore be due to the 

hydration treatment. So the hydration changes the surface composition; the percentage of the 

surface covered by molybdenum decreases while the silicon percentage increases. 
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Figure 4.17 LEIS spectra taken bath befare (a) and after (b) annealing at 860 K and after 

subsequently hydratian by 92 mbar H20 far twa haurs at 320 K ( c). 
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4.6.6 Temperafure induced spreading of Mo03 over Si02 for the physical 

mixture 

As mentioned in section 4.6.1 besides the catalyst samples, there is also a physical mixture 

available. This mixture contains 15 wt.% Mo03• The sameexperimentsas described insection 

4.6.3 are performed with this sample. The result is shown in figure 4.18 where the 0-, Si-, 

Mo-intensities are drawn as a function of temperature. Again an increase of the Mo-signal is 

accompanied by a decrease of the Si-signa! at about 750 K, so spreading is also observed for 

this physical mixture. Compared to the results obtained for the catalysts the increase of the 

Mo-signal appears to be more drastic. No rise of the pressure in the experimental vessel due 

to vaporization of Mo03 which could account for the sudden increase of the Mo-intensity is 

observed. These phenomena seem not in agreement with literature and will be discussed in 

more detail in section 4.7. 
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Figure 4.18 Dependenee of the signa/ intensities of the physical mixture on the annealing 

temperature. Ion current: 158 nA. 
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4.7 Discussion and quantification of the LEIS results 

As mentioned insection 4.6 spreading of Mo03 over Si02 is observed for the catalyst samples 

containing 11.3 and 26.0 wt.% Mo03 and the physical mixture. No spreading occurred for the 

catalyst containing 5.6 wt.% Mo03• After a short introduetion about different mechanisms for 

spreading of Mo03 over silica as mentioned in literature, the behaviour of the catalyst samples 

and the physical mixture will be discussed separately. Purthermare the LEIS results will be 

quantified by means of a calibration graph. 

Summarizing from section 4.3, three mechanisms of transport for Mo03 over Si02 are put 

forward in literature. Firstly gas phase transport is mentioned, but this mechanism cannot 

explain the results of Leyrer et al [24] (figure 4.3) and is rejected as a spreading mechanism 

for the MoOJSi02 system. A second mechanism describes the transport in terms of solid-solid 

wetting (see section 4.3). This however cannot be the case for MoOJSi02 according to several 

authors. Leyrer states that solid-solid wetting can explain the observed spreading of Mo03 

over alumina but since no spreading of Mo03 is observed over silica at 770 K, the solid-solid 

wetting mechanism will not occur in this case. Stencel et al [20] point out that since spreading 

is reversible by H20 treatment at low temperatures, the diffusion distances have to be small. 

Therefore he introduces a third mechanism; this mechanism consists of the break up of Keggin 

units of silicomolybdic acid (see section 4.3). These observations are confirmed by the 

experiments presented in this work. 

For the catalyst with a loading of 5.6 wt.% Mo03 no spreading is observed for annealing 

temperatures up to 900 K. Most probably this is due to the strong interaction between the 

active oxide and its support at these low loadings, as is reported by de Boer et al [15]. This 

also confirms the assumption that no gas phase transport takes place. The sample is namely 

heated from the back and this will cause a temperature gradient in the sample. The maximum 

temperature in the sample can be as much as 50 K higher than the reported surface 

temperature. No increase of the Mo-intensity is measured however so no gaseaus Mo03 has 

diffused from the bulk to the relatively cold surface. 

The observed spreading of molybdenum for the catalysts containing 11.3 and 26.0 wt.% Mo03 

indicates that at first Ma-oxide particles are present on the silica support. The dispersion of 

these particles increases upon annealing above 750 K. This is in agreement with the break up 

of silicomolybdic acid as described above. The reversible clustering of Ma-oxide upon 

hydration supports the idea of the reformation of Keggin units. 
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As mentioned in paragraph 2.2 it is straightforward to obtain quantitative information from 

LEIS experiments on alloy systems containing two elements. Por oxide systems this in not 

always the case; new compounds can be formed and these can totally change the structure of 

the surface. So it is possible that new atoms are build into the surface without shielding other 

surface atoms. This will make it impossible to use a calibration line to calculate surface 

coverages. Por the MoOJSi02 system however the spreading can be described by a simple 

collapse and restoration of Keggin units on top of the silica. Therefore a linear relationship 

between the Mo- and Si-intensities is expected. This is demonstrated in figure 4.19 where the 

calibrated signal intensities of pure Si02 and Mo03 are incorporated. 
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Figure 4.19 Si-intensity versus Mo-intensity to obtain a eaUbration graphfor quantification. 

The intensities are obtained from figure 4.15. 

Prom this calibration line the surface coverages can be derived. The initia! surface coverage 

of the molybdenum species is about 17 % and this is the same for all catalysts (see 

figure 4.14). Therefore the dispersion of the Mo-clusters prior to spreading has to decrease 

with Mo03 loading. 

After annealing the situation changes drastically. The surface coverage of Mo6 remains the 

samebut the final coverage of Moll at 900 Kis about 60% and Mo26 shows total coverage. 

According to van Leerdam [28] monolayer coverage can be reached at loadings of about 

13 wt.% Mo03 assuming an optimal dispersion of the active component on the support. Prom 
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this an average thickness of the Mo03 layers after annealing at 900 K can be obtained. this 

results in a thickness of 2.5, 1.4 and 2.0 layers for Mo6, Moll and Mo26 respectively. So the 

best dispersion is found for Moll while for Mo26 total coverages is already achieved. These 

results show that even for difficult systems like supported catalysts it is possible to achieve 

quantification of the LEIS data. 

In contradiction to the results obtained for the catalytic systems the observed spreading of the 

physical mixture does not seem to correspond to literature. Leyrer et al [23,24] does not 

observe spreading of the physical mixtures of Si02 and Mo03 at 770 K. Furthermore Haber 

[30] states that no wetting of Si02 by Mo03 occurs even at 923 K in air. The observed 

spreading of the physical mixture as reported in section 4.6.6 occurs at about 750 K. 

There is no evidence that points to gas phase transport. Solid-solid wetting is also not 

observed in literature but in general those experiments require diffusion distances in the order 

of 25 ~m and are carried out in air or oxygen. Earlier LEIS experiments [23] measure only 

up to 720 K. 

The silica particles are in the order of 10 nm so only diffusion over these distances bas to be 

achieved. The surface free energy of Mo03 is about 5 to 7 ·10-6 J/cm2 while this is 30 to 

60·10-6 J/cm2 for Si02• From this point of view the coverage of silica by Mo03 is favourable. 

To give a conclusive answer to these Contradietory results further research bas to be 

performed. 
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